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We are not an ‘off-the-shelf’ kind of
business here at Hotel Chocolat.
Why would we offer an off-the-shelf kind
of development programme?

We want our leaders to stay true to themselves and keep their
individuality; we know that’s when they perform at their best.
Authenticity is one of the 3 core values that we live and breathe as
a business.

We needed a programme that would encourage leaders to be
themselves and maximise their strengths, but at the same time
understand that encouraging others to do the same would mean
that different styles and personalities in the business would be
more visible.

We designed our 5-module Authentic Leadership Programme to
support managers in the core skills that they would need to be
great in their roles and develop the business in the future.

This is where Clarity4D and the colour preferences came into play.



Early on, our leaders recognised that there
is no good or bad colour - just differences
in style. 

Once people were talking 'in colour' it very quickly became the
common language in the business. It also formed a golden thread
that linked the other 4 Authentic Leadership workshops together.

We used it to talk about situational leadership and when you might
need to pull on a colour preference that may not come as
naturally.

100 of our Store Managers and mid-level managers have been
through the Authentic Leadership Programme, but Head Office are
starting to talk in colour too! So we are now delivering Clarity4D
team workshops across the business, including Marketing, Design,
Brand Centre and Operations teams. It’s also being used at Area
and Senior Manager Level to help with developing our team
diversity and making sure that we get the right people on the right
projects.
 



"The Clarity4D profiling led me to
look at how I assess the team,
particularly when it comes to
tasking and giving feedback. I’ve
now started to appreciate more
the intricacies of a person’s ‘work
personality’ and how my
approach can better develop
them."
Laura Johnson,
Store Manager – Gateshead

"The Authentic Leadership
Programme has helped me to
recognise my own strengths and
areas for development, and to
look at my team members in a
new light. It has, for me, re-
enforced my confidence and
given me new tools to develop
my team and myself."
Jackie Leandro,
Store Manager – Tunbridge Wells

Jenny Thompson
Financial Accountant – Head Office

"There’s a positive influence on
all the team, and the 4 colours
from are now used in everyday
language in store.  workshops.
The whole team have embraced
what colours they are and how
to use different communication
techniques with guests and other
members of the team."
Kelly Sorrell
Store Manager - Lakeside

"I have learnt more about my
character and how to interact
with the other colour styles,
especially those that take me out
of my comfort zone. A good
group or team will contain
people from all colours."

We are seeing more confident, passionate managers,
and the improvement of performance scores in
leadership areas of appraisals. 
Clarity4D has been great for Hotel Chocolat. We pride ourselves on being a little different and original. We
are proud of our diverse people and their own little quirks. Letting people feel comfortable and confident
that they don’t have to fit a ‘model’, ‘type’ or become a customer service ‘robot’ means a lot and we think
that’s what gets us results. It also means we can adapt our styles to provide a great service to our guests
and really make them 100% happy.


